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Defending Against Attack
Military – defense in depth:
The siting of mutually supporting defense positions
designed to absorb and progressively weaken attack,
prevent initial observations of the whole position by the
enemy, and to allow the commander to maneuver
reserve forces.
The strategy (theory): give ground to delay, not prevent,
attack. Enemy forces will spread out and therefore be
weaker setting up the possibility of counter-attack.
Examples:
Battle of Kursk, 1943
Battle of Cowpens, South Carolina, 1781
Many others:
multiple lines of trenches in WW I
Britain's preparations for German invasion WW II
Concentric castles, 13th century in Europe

Defending Against Attack
Cowpens:
1. Yank sharpshooters behind trees - got lots of officers and
Brit soldiers – prevented initial supremacy of Brits
2. Brits retreated, sharpshooters fell back to join a line of militia
When Brits attacked again, militia and sharpshooters shot 2
volleys and fell back to a third line - the continental Army.
3. Hidden Yank cavalry sprang up, charged the Brits and
overwhelmed them.
4. Brits sent in reserves, made impressive progress in a charge
5. Yanks stood their ground firing volleys that cut down many
Brits
6. Americans counter-charged with bayonets.
7. Americans were now able to double-envelope the Brits with
the militia on one side and the cavalry on the other
8. The Brits could not take it and gave up.
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Defending Against Attack
1943 – Stalin wanted to attack but Zhukov realized strategic
defense will have better results because the enemy will
exhaust itself against the Soviet defenses.
Germans saw bulge – intended to pinch it (as usual)
Soviets figured that’s what the German would do (spies at
Bletchley Park sent Ultra decrypts to Moscow, etc.)
Germans waited for latest high-tech tanks to perform op
Red Army had time to construct a series of deep defensive
belts included minefields, fortifications, artillery fire zones
and anti-tank strong points, which extended approximately
300 km (190 mi) in depth.
Soviet mobile formations were moved out of the salient and
a large reserve force was formed for strategic counteroffensives.
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Information Assurance:
Layered Security
Defense in Depth
these are not the same!

Information Assurance: Layered Security
Layered Security:
Multiple types of security measures each protecting
against a different attack vector
A series of different defenses are used to cover the
gaps in the others' protective capabilities
Firewalls, intrusion detection systems, malware
scanners, integrity auditing procedures, and local
storage encryption tools can each serve to protect
information technology resources in ways the others
cannot
In theory: integration of the defensive measures
into a complex comprehensive strategy is stronger
total defense than if the components are applied
separately

Information Assurance: Defense in Depth
Defense in Depth:
Multiple types of security measures including policies,
best practices, technology. As with the military definition
the idea is to weaken an attack by delaying it.
A layered defense is a component in defense in depth.
In theory: total defense (prevention of attack damage) is
too ambitious to achieve. Instead, components which
themselves are layers of security act as stumbling blocks
which delay, or frustrate, an attack so that some
additional resources, possibly non-technological,
can be applied

Defense in Depth & Layered Security
Layered Security – a vendor's vertically integrated tools:
an antivirus application
a firewall application
an anti-spam application
parental controls
privacy controls
Defense in Depth – also is concerned with:
monitoring, alerting, and emergency response
accounting of authorized personnel activity
(Personnel Activity Reporting - PAR)
disaster recovery
criminal activity reporting
forensic analysis

Know Your Attackers!
Rationale:
Adequate protection depends on knowing what the threats are
Classes of Threat Actors:
Nation States
Terrorists
Criminal Elements
Hackers
Corporate Competitors
Attack Motives:
Intelligence gathering
Theft of intellectual property
Theft of wealth
Denial of Service
Pride in exploiting a notable target
Classes of Attacks:
Monitoring of communications
Active Network Attacks
Insider Attacks
Supply chain attacks

Security Services
Information Assurance is achieved when information
systems are protected through application of security
services such as:
Availability: degree to which a system is operable
Integrity: recipient should be able to tell whether data
was altered in transit
Authentication: recipient should know who the originator is
Confidentiality: no one should read message except recipient
Non-repudiation: recipient of email can prove that the sender
really sent it
Containment: ability to keep sensitive messages from
"leaking" out of a region
Message flow confidentiality: eavesdropper cannot determine
the originator's ID – stops learning employed
apps, application layer protocols, physical
devices used, web pages accessed

Defense in Depth
Paradigm:
Protect, Detect, React
Organizations should:
Incorporate protection mechanisms
e.g. encryption, authentication, access control
Expect attacks
Develop procedures that support
prevention, detection, mitigation, recovery, reconstitution
IA success requires a balanced focus on:
People
Technology
Operations
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Some Terms
NAC is Network Access Controls:
Restrict the availability of network resources only to endpoint
devices that comply with a defined security policy

DLP is Data Loss Prevention:
Strategy for making sure that end users do not send sensitive
or critical information outside the corporate network

DHS Einstein:
EINSTEIN detects and blocks cyber attacks from compromising
federal agencies and provides DHS with the situational awareness
to use threat information detected in one agency to protect the
rest of the government and to help the private sector protect itself.
https://www.cisa.gov/einstein

Enterprise Remote Access:
Remote support of end users and secure access to devices
includes file transfer, chat, rapid screen transfer, keyboard and
mouse control, collaboration.

Some Terms
EMS is Enterprise Messaging Security:
Set of published enterprise-wide standards that enables
"program-to-program" messaging between applications and systems
throughout an enterprise. Used for integrating various disparate
enterprise applications with an interface that enables loosely coupled
asynchronous data (messages) to be sent by one program and stored
in a message queue until the receiving program is able to process it.
Takes into account:
Security: messages must be encrypted if sent over public
interfaces. Messages must be authenticated or digitally
signed for integrity checking.
Routing: messages need to be routed efficiently. Intermediate
nodes may need to route the messages if encrypted.
Metadata: the body of the document contains information that
must be unambiguously interpreted according to definitions.
Subscription: policies may dictate that messages should
be routed differently to prevent unauthorized interception
Policy: provide some consideration for a centralized policy of
messages such as what classes or roles of users can
access different fields of any message.

Some Terms
Federal Desktop Core Configuration (FDCC):
A list of security settings recommended by NIST for
general-purpose microcomputers that are connected directly to
the network of a United States government agency.
Applies to MS Windows common core system functions,
applications, files, and services that are changed in their
configuration around which a framework for a more secure,
and security-reliable OS was created. Standards are mandatory
for US government computers since 2008
Replaced by US Government Configuration Baseline (USGCB)
for MS Windows 7, Red Hat Enterprise Linux and others
https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/united-states-government-configuration-baseline
https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/united-states-government-configuration-baseline/faqs
https://www.stigviewer.com/stig/windows_10/

Patch Management:
maintaining current knowledge of available patches
deciding what patches are appropriate for particular systems
ensuring that patches are installed properly
testing systems after installation
documenting all procedures, e.g. specific configurations required.

Some Terms
Database Security Gateway: https://www.protegrity.com/platform
Creates database usage profiles and IT security policies for every
user and application accessing the database. Prevents:
unauthorized Access
privilege Abuse
data Theft
data Destruction
DB platform/software attacks
Integrated Intrusion Prevention protects the database platform

WAF is Web Application Firewall:

Monitors, filters or blocks data packets as they travel to and from
a Web application.
Can be either network-based, host-based or cloud-based
Often deployed through a proxy, placed in front of Web applications.
Inspects each packet, uses a rule base to analyze Layer 5 web app
logic and filter out potentially harmful traffic.

Some Terms
DAR is Data At Rest:
Data is stored for future access
Protection entails encryption

DIU is Data in Use:
Data is being used, for example in spreadsheets, cut & pasting
Unauthorized parties should be prevented from seeing the data
Protection entails blocking outside access.
Sharing entails encryption between devices

DIM is Data in Motion:

Data is in transit from one point to another
Protection entails encryption

Continuous Certification and Accreditation (C&A):
Certification that organization meets federally mandated controls
have been implemented. https://nvd.nist.gov/800-53
Accreditation by Accrediting Authority that this is done

Some Terms
IT Security Governance:
How does an organization direct and control IT security?
Specifies accountability framework – provides oversight to
ensure risks are adequately mitigated
https://spaces.internet2.edu/display/2014infosecurityguide/Information+Security+Governance

Security Operation Center (SOC):
Centralized unit that deals with security issues on an
organizational and technical level. Contains:
L1-L3 Analysts, Forensic Analysts, etc.

Security Service Level Agreement (SLA) :
Contract between a service provider and the end user that
defines the level of service expected from the service provider.

Service Level Objectives (SLO) Reporting:
Performance metrics or service levels associated with an SLA

Situational Awareness:
https://www.mitre.org/capabilities/cybersecurity/situation-awareness

People
Policies and Procedures:
Protect, Detect, React
Roles and responsibilities must be assigned
Accountability must be established
policy: http://policies.cua.edu/infotech/infosecurityfull.cfm
procedure: http://gauss.ececs.uc.edu/Courses/c6055/pdf/NIST-800-53.pdf
ex: notice and consent procedures

Training and Awareness:
“Hire good people, train and reward them well” - NSA
Critical people must be trained adequately

Physical Security:
Determine who has access to facilities, monitor access

Personnel Security:
Determine who has access to systems, monitor access

Facilities Countermeasures:
An action that can prevent, or mitigate the effects of, threats to a
computer, server or network – e.g. how to proceed when alerted

IA Architecture:

Technology

https://apps.nsa.gov/iaarchive/library/ia-guidance/secure-architecture/ia-top-9-architectural-tenets.cfm

IA Criteria for Needed IA Products:
Protection Profile (pp): spec for IA security requirements
Threats, security objectives, rationales, security assurance...
https://www.niap-ccevs.org/pp/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evaluation_Assurance_Level

Acquisition/Integration of Evaluated Products:
https://www.niap-ccevs.org/

System Risk Assessment:
https://www.dhs.gov/publication/isc-risk-management-process

Industrial Control System DiD strategies:
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/recommended_practices/NCCIC_ICS-CERT_Defense_in_Depth_2016_S508C.pdf

Technology – Basic Principles
Defense in Multiple Places:
Defend the Networks and Infrastructure
- Protect the local and wide area communications networks
(e.g. from Denial of Service Attacks)
- Provide confidentiality and integrity protection for data
transmitted over these networks
(e.g. use encryption and traffic flow security measures to
resist passive monitoring)
Defend the Enclave Boundaries
- Deploy Firewalls and Intrusion Detection to resist active
network attacks
Defend the Computing Environment
- Provide access controls on hosts and servers to resist
insider, close-in, and distribution attacks
Types of attack:
https://www.computernetworkingnotes.com/network-technologies/protocol.html

Technology – Basic Principles
Layered Defenses:
It is only a matter of time before an adversary finds a
way to compromise a security product!!
- Deploy multiple defense mechanisms between adversary
and its target
- Each must present unique obstacles to the adversary
- Each must include detection and protection measures
- Therefore, chance of detection is increased and chance
of a successful attack is decreased

Technology – Basic Principles
Attack classes on next slide showing defense layering:
Passive Attack: attacker monitors network activity in
reconnaissance. Difficult to detect because attacker is not
actively attacking any target machine or participating in
network traffic.
Active attack: attacker actively launches attack against target
servers. Attacker actively sends traffic that can be detected.
Insider attack: inside users use their access credentials
and knowledge of the network to attack target machines.
Close-in attack: attacker is physically close to the target
system and uses physical access and equipment to attack.
Distribution attack: backdoors are introduced to hardware
or software systems at the time of manufacture. Once the
hardware or software becomes functional, attackers can
leverage the backdoor to attack the target devices.

Technology – Basic Principles
Layered Defenses Example:
Class of Attack

First Line of
Defense

Second Line of
Defense

Passive

Network Layer Encryption
Traffic Flow Security

Security Enabled
Applications

Active

Defend the Enclave
Boundaries

Defend the Computing
Environment

Insider

Physical and Personnel
Security

Authenticated Access
Controls, Audit

Close-in

Physical and Personnel
Security

Technical Surveillance
Countermeasures

Distribution

Trusted Software
Development and
Distribution

Runtime Integrity Controls

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSSH5A_7.1.1/com.ibm.rational.clearquest.webadmin.doc/topics/cm_server/t_cmsvr_was_secur_enable.htm

Technology – Basic Principles
Security Robustness (can cope with attacks):
Specify the strength and assurance of each IA component as
a function of the value of what it is protecting and the threat
at the point of application
- Qualitative example: it is often more effective to deploy
stronger mechanisms at the network boundaries than
at the user desktop
Key Management:
Deploy robust key management and public key
infrastructures that support all of the incorporated
Information Assurance technologies
- all keys compromised if one machine is compromised
is not too robust
- should be highly resistant to attack since these are likely
targets

Technology – Basic Principles
Intrusion Detection and Analysis:
Deploy infrastructures to detect intrusions and to analyze and
correlate the results and react accordingly
- Help answer the following questions:
Am I under attack?
Who is the attacker?
What is the target?
Who else is under attack?
What are my options?

Operations
Sustain security posture on a daily basis:
Security Policy Enforcement
Certification and Accreditation
- provides the data to support risk management based
decisions
- a risk accepted by one is a risk accepted by many in
an interconnected environment
Management of Security Posture
- installing patches
- installing anti-virus updates
- maintaining access control lists
Key Management Services
- provide keys
- protect the key infrastructure

Operations
Sustain security posture on a daily basis:
System Security Assessment
- CDX, Red Team exercises
- vulnerability scanners

http://sectools.org/tag/vuln-scanners/

Monitoring
- reacting to current threats
- looking for new threats
Attack Sensing, Warning, and Response
detection, correlation, identification, and characterization of
intentional unauthorized activity with notification to decision
makers so that an appropriate response can be developed
Recovery and Reconstitution
Recovery: execute information system contingency plan
activities to restore organization mission/business functions
Reconstitution: activities for returning organizational
information systems to fully operational states
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